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Abstract 
 

Developing a new drug takes a very long period of time and cost is also extremely high. Drug 
development process involves many stages; however, about 30%-40% of experimental drugs fail to be 
as drugs in the market because of choosing an inappropriate biological target at the early stage of the 
development pipeline. Therefore, it is a big challenge to innovate a systematic method and 
bioinformatics tool for accurately identifying drug targets in order to avoid any failures in the initial 
stage of anti-microbial drug discovery program. In this work, we implement a published method for 
drug targets identification in mycobacterium metabolism, proposed by Kalapanulak in 2009, to be a 
user friendly and standalone tool, DTscreen v1. We aim to facilitate biologists to do the automatic 
screening for all possible attractive drug targets in any interested pathogen genomes. The tool is 
developed on Visual Basic language. In the first version, Salmonella- enterica serovar Typhi CT18 (S. 
typhi), a causative agent of typhoid fever in human beings, is used as a case study in the DTscreen v1. 
For the case study, the whole genome of S. typhi was investigated and 115 genes were proposed as 
new drug targets based on: (1) their unique protein signatures when comparing with human host and 
(2) their essentiality reported from a large-scale experiment. 
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Introduction and Objective 

Several bioinformatics approaches have 
been developed for identifying drug targets 
against any pathogenic diseases.  Behind these 
approaches, usual criteria for predicting drug 
targets are essentiality and non-homolog with 
human host based on sequence similarity [1,2].  
Even though, non-homologous proteins are 
identified as drug target, they still can cause 
some side effects in humans because of the 
similarity in term of protein signatures.  In 2009, 
a novel bioinformatics method for drug targets 
identification of Mycobacterium tuberculosis 
metabolism based on essential gene and protein 
signature information was proposed by 
Kalapanulak [3]. This approach has a high 
accuracy for predicting drug targets against the 
pathogen.   
 

Therefore, in this work we implement a 
published method for drug targets identification, 
proposed by Kalapanulak in 2009, to be a user 
friendly and standalone tool, DTscreen v1. We 
aim to facilitate biologists to do the automatic 

screening for all possible attractive drug targets 
in any investigated pathogen genomes before 
doing their wet experiments.  We hope that our 
developed tool will decrease discovery time and 
cost in the drug development process.  
 
Materials and Methods  

The DTscreen v1 was written in ‘Visual 
Basic’ language.  This tool can identify the high 
potential drug targets based on two criteria: (1) 
no protein signature matching with any human 
protein signatures and (2) gene essentiality from 
large-scale wet experiments.  The algorithm of 
DTscreen v1 is illustrated as follows. 
 

2.1 Non-homolog finding  
The first module in the DTscreen, non-

homolog finding, is the main process for 
identifying drug targets.  Comparing protein 
signatures corresponding to all genes of the 
pathogen with all human genes in the genome 
via InterPro accession numbers from InterPro 
database is the approach for receiving the 
preliminary proposed drug targets that are non-
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homolog with human genes in term of protein 
signatures in order to avoid any adverse effects. 
     

2.2 Essential genes screening  
The second module is applied for the 

identification of drug targets by comparing the 
preliminary proposed drug target from the first 
module with the list of essential genes required 
by the pathogen from the large-scale wet 
experiments.   
 
DTscreen and a case study 
 

 
 

Figure 1. The main page of DTscreen v1 
 

 
 

Figure 2. The method page of DTscreen v1 
 
DTscreen v1 was tested on Salmonella 

enterica serovar Typhi CT18 (S. typhi). The 
input files containing a list of genes and UniProt 
accession numbers and a list of UniProt 
accession numbers and InterPro accession 
numbers were downloaded from KEGG and 
UniProt database, respectively. Additionally, a 
list of essential genes from large-scale wet 
experiments was extracted from the literature 
[4]. The protein signatures of all human proteins 
were stored in database text file of DTscreen.  
The characteristics of the retrieved data and the 
numbers of proposed drug targets are shown in 
Table1 and 2, respectively. 

Table 1. Characteristics of the retrieved data of 
S.typhi CT18 and human 

 

Organisms 
# genes in 
the genome 

# genes with 
UniProt Ac. 

# genes with 
InterPro Ac. 

S. typhi 
CT18 

4,679 4,679 
3,938 

(84.16%) 

H. Sapiens 22,339 22,339 
16,915 

(75.72%) 
 

Table 2. The number of the proposed drug targets 

 
In the case study of Salmonella- enterica 

serovar Typhi CT18 (S. typhi), the tool can 
propose 115 drug targets based on non-homolog 
with human and gene essentiality. Interestingly, 
7 of 44 current drug targets are in our 115 
proposed drug targets [5]. 
 
Conclusions 

• DTscreen v1 is a bioinformatics tool for 
identifying the whole attractive drug targets 
against pathogenic diseases.  

• The proposed drug targets were identified 
based on non-homolog with human and 
gene essentiality.  

• Users can apply DTscreen to identify drug 
targets in other investigated pathogens. 
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Organisms # preliminary 
drug targets 

# proposed drug 
targets 

S. typhi CT18 2,192 115 




